Given growing saturation in developed and formal markets, untapped business opportunities in the base of the pyramid (BoP) have been attracting attention of practitioners and academicians alike. Global firms have started acting on informal markets as their next business destination. BoP markets are characterized by their informal nature and lax economic activity. The weak purchasing power of BoP consumers, lack of institutional and transportation infrastructure, geographically dispersed consumer base and their unique needs require firms to rethink their traditional business models and produce novel supply chain solutions (Lashitew et al., 2021; Schilling and Seuring, 2021). The rationale of literature developed around the notion of BoP remains an addressing challenge of poverty through promotion of business activities (Dembek et al., 2020). Creating inclusive business opportunities for BoP in global supply chains has thus remained an eminent part of the quest.

The advent of technology has played a crucial role in enabling the economic and supply chain activities around the globe, and BoP markets remain no exception. Technological advances have created unique opportunities of development and growth by enabling supply chains in the BoP. Technology-enabled process and product innovations have been proposed as fundamental to advance agenda of sustainable development in BoP markets (London and Hart, 2004; Hall et al., 2014). This special issue intends to excite and invite respective scholars to start considering issues related to managing and leveraging technology for enabling sustainable supply chain management in BoP markets, as a potential avenue of their intellectual inquiry.

The technological advancements have the potential to revolutionize the business environment of BoP markets. This can be, for example in the form of participatory technologies (Arora and Romijn, 2011) allowing different stakeholders to engage in development projects actively, communication technologies facilitating knowledge sharing (Berger and Nakata, 2013), access to remote health services (Schrader et al., 2012) or easier technological integration of BoP actors by global firms and NGOs (Khalid et al., 2015). Technology can help modernize the BoP supply chains, along with addressing some of the unique challenges, such as institutional voids (de Lange, 2016). Technology addressing financial institutional voids remains a classic example from BoP (Berger and Nakata, 2013). The globalization of business arena has made nearly impossible for BoP entrepreneurs to compete in national and international markets without the aid of technologies. By linking farmers with markets and helping mitigate information asymmetry in agri-supply chains through their e-choupal initiative, the case of ITC (Indian tobacco company) is yet another example elucidating the role technology is playing in upgrading traditional supply chains in BoP (London et al., 2010). Furthermore, it has been proposed that by integrating social and environmental goals into their business activities, global and local firms active in BoP can enhance the sustainability performance of their supply chains operations (Aman and Seuring, 2022).

This context demands research targeting the crossroads of supply chains and technology in BoP more thoroughly and ambitiously. However, the contemporary BoP literature appears short of providing a clear picture of prospects, implications and appropriateness of technology for BoP businesses in general and supply chains in particular (Kolk et al., 2014;
Apart from highlighting the technology-enabled achievements in streamlining financial flows (Arnold and Valentin, 2013), processes for innovation and presenting examples of technological ventures, current BoP literature does not have much to offer for a student of the subject (London et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2013; Hall et al., 2014). Besides, the role of technology in facilitating business operations in BoP markets is yet to be acknowledged in supply chain research. To date, there is a lack of research on the implications of technology for (sustainable) supply chains serving the informal markets. A research gap thereby seems evident at the crossroads of supply chains, technology, sustainability and BoP, which we want to highlight and attempt to address through this special issue.

Acknowledging the research gap, this special issue intends to highlight the relevance of use of technology in enabling supply chains to promote business activities in BoP markets. The special issue presents two papers. The paper titled as “Sustainable value creation through information technology enabled supply chains in emerging markets” presents a theoretical framework linking elements of information and communication technologies (ICT) with those of supply chain management (SCM) for value creation in the context of BoP. Conceptual reasoning has been used as the methodological tool to answer, “how does ICT enable sustainable value creation in supply chains of emerging economies?”. Apparently, the connections between ICT and SCM have been studied in context of developed and more formal market environments. By explaining the theoretical links between the two fields of study for the purpose of value creation in backdrop of BoP markets, the paper intends to fill an obvious research gap.

The paper builds its propositions on the work of Amit and Zott (2001), Pagell and Wu (2009), Prahalad et al. (2012), Carter et al. (2015), Saeed and Kersten (2017), Freudenreich et al. (2020) and Lashitew et al. (2021). The paper thus integrates and extends the ICT and SCM related debate to explain the phenomenon of value creation in BoP. The authors conclude that supply chain flows (information, financial and physical) in the context of BoP related challenges (market, regulatory and socio-cultural) are streamlined by ICT’s service aspects of awareness, access, affordability and availability. These aspects enable e-business transactions and strengthening of sustainable supply chain management related behaviors thereby resulting in sustainable value creation for BoP businesses and their stakeholders. By presenting a comprehensive theoretical framework integrating the important yet distinct aspects, the paper can be regarded as a step toward the theory building efforts. The paper seeks to motivate future research on using, understanding, and enabling ICT to structure and optimize supply chain related operations for the purpose of value creation in BoP markets.

The second paper titled as “Factors that affect the adoption of RFID in the Saudi logistics industry: An empirical investigation” studies the interrelationship of technology, organization and environment. The paper employs a survey methodology to explore the factors influencing the technology (primarily radio frequency identification (RFID) technology) adoption to enable logistics in a specific context. Provided the BoP literature is mostly conceptual and case based in nature and attributed with the dearth of survey research (Khalid and Seuring, 2019), the paper can be seen as a step toward enriching the methodological rigor of the field of study. The paper’s findings conclude that cost, technical knowledge and lack of industry standards remain the prime obstacles hindering the technology adoption. While the authors have identified these obstacles in the context of a specific country, these challenges are more general in nature for BoP. Low purchasing power of consumers, illiteracy, lack of technical workforce and lax institutional frameworks and infrastructure have been identified as the common challenges businesses have to deal with in BoP (Dembek et al., 2020).

Having identified the obstacles, the paper continues to elaborate the variables that positively influence the technology adoption by logistics firms in BoP. Toward this end top
management support, quality of human capital, firm size and pressure from other supply chain actors have been presented as the core factors. The authors of the paper though analyze the case of a specific technology, i.e. RFID and in a distinct context, talk about the challenges and opportunities associated with use of technology to streamline supply chain operations. This contribution is thereby more empirical in nature.

Toward the conclusion of this editorial, we would like to highlight the need for more concentrated efforts by the concerned researchers to analyze the case of technology for optimizing supply chain related operations in BoP contexts. The main body of SCM related literature remains focused on developed markets, studying the phenomenon in developing and informal markets will contribute toward enriching the field with novel insights. Furthermore, equipped with state-of-the-art advancements the modern technology is all set to redefine the world around us. The social, environmental and economic spheres of sustainability, all are being redefined and reshaped by the technological progressions. Supply chain management being part of this bigger ecosystem remains an essential part of this transformation. Researchers have already explored various avenues of how technology can be employed to address challenges in exclusive business environments. We see the research at the intersection of technology, BoP and SCM gradually taking momentum, however, we still need more focused efforts to develop the field further and integrate the piecemeal efforts into a comprehensive understanding.
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